Early Supper and Late Breakfast to Reduce Diabesity
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Abstract: Timing of meal consumption has received increasing research and public interests in dealing with obesity and diabetes. Obesity especially in abdominal region and diabetes are rising problems in modern human life. Practical prevention strategies are required to reduce morbidity and costs. This article describes relatively early supper and late breakfast as a practical strategy to reduce and prevent obesity and diabetes. The strategy is feasible since it has minimal challenges in practicing. The strategy should allow the body to better synchronize its internal rhythms with external rhythms.
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1. PHILOSOPHY AND DISCUSSION

There is no countable body of literature on taking late breakfast and early supper for reducing the risk of diabetes. The objective of this article was to introduce a feasible practical strategy to reduce obesity based on taking early supper and late breakfast. Another objective was to provide a proposal for future extensive research. Timing of eating throughout the circadian period in relation to obesity and diabetes management has received increasing research and public interests [1]. Obesity and diabetes are rising human concerns as they predispose the body to a variety of health problems worldwide [2-5]. The terms 'early' and 'late' are relative and should not be interpreted overly much, such that supper and breakfast are still taken in their appropriate times of the day and not interfere with lunch. In other words, it is optimal to maintain a higher meal frequency while taking early supper and late breakfast. The higher meal frequency would help minimize risks from insulin resistance and diabesity.

Early supper helps to avoid loading the body with nutrients late overnight when glucose tolerance decreases and insulin resistance increases [6,7]. Early supper also helps to have a more relaxing and healthy sleep overnight. It reduces pressures on gastrointestinal tract when the body and mind need rest. Relatively late breakfast elongates the fasting duration and helps to mobilize peripheral and visceral fats in a controlled fashion. An early exercise before breakfast should facilitate fat mobilization and energy expenditure. Such a pre-breakfast exercise would also create a natural appetite for a healthy and timely breakfast. Since the most of the time interval between supper and breakfast is spent sleeping, it has little suboptimal effects on normal routines of daily lifestyle and all age groups should be able to easily adopt the program. With the elongated fasting time, this strategy can help to prevent diabesity providing the amounts eaten are properly restricted and managed.

Care must be exercised to not overeat at both supper and breakfast to allow the real effects to be shown over time. Increasing meal frequency will be greatly helpful. This, in addition, involves fruit and food meals optimization and is related to optimal timing of meals [8,9]. A simple rule of thumb is to stop eating before feeling full at each meal [10]. This will prevent overeating and will allow the consequences to be realized within a short period of time. The result will be reduced diabesity for obese individual and prevented diabesity for normal individuals. The goal is to live on optimal rhythms of life and be adequately close to natural rhythms of life [3,5]. Successful practice of the strategy requires victorious public education [11]. Education may start from different schools as early as possible and continue for higher age groups [12]. This article serves as a proposal for designing future research and shedding more light on the theories discussed.
2. **CONCLUSION**

This article described a feasible strategy to reduce and prevent diabetes and obesity based on taking early supper and late breakfast. The strategy is feasible since it has minimal challenges in practicing. The strategy should allow the body to better synchronize its internal rhythms with external rhythms.
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